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Fest to feature two of aviation's golden gems 

By RYAN ANDERSON 

Journal Staff 

Long before Wilber and Orville Wright made their historic first flight at Kitty Hawk, North 

Carolina, mankind had dreamed of soaring through the skies like a bird. 

Years later, mankind still dreams of soaring with the birds. Those dreamers will have an 

opportunity to see two pioneers of military and commercial aviation at the Hobby Aerofest at 

Hobby Airport Nov. 18 and 19. 

Two of the planes on display are an F-4 Phantom fighter jet and a Lockheed Super G 

Constellation more commonly called a "Connie." 

The Phantom joined the U.S. Navy aviation stable in 1961. The USAF added the Phantom to its 

roster in 1962 for use in close air support, interdiction, and counter-air operations. 

According to the book, The World of Aviation, the U.S. Air Force model of the F-4, made its first 

flight on May 27, 1963. Production deliveries began in November 1963. 

From the start, the Phantom was an invaluable workhorse. In its air-to-ground role the F-4 can 

carry twice the normal bomb load of a World War II B-17. 

Air Force F-4s also were used to fly reconnaissance antiaircraft missile suppression missions. 

Despite its successful combat role, Phantom II production ended in 1979 after over 5,000 had 

been built. 

The F-4 Phantom on display at Hobby Aero Fest entered the 50th Tactical Fighter Wing of the 

United States Air Force at Hahn Air Base Germany in December of 1966. The plane spent 1969-

1980 in the United Kingdom and Spain before moving to the United States. 

The Phantom was stationed at Houston's own Ellington Field from 1986 until it was 

decommissioned in 1990. The plane spent seven years at the Aircraft Storage and Disposition 

Branch at the Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Ariz. In February 1997, the Collings 

Foundation purchased he plane. 

The Lockheed Super G Constellation also started its life as a military workhorse, but, unlike the 

F-4 the Connie was able to make the transition to passenger carrier. 

The Super Connie's most notable feature is its three tail fins which set it apart from most other 

airplanes. Although Super Connies littered the skies for years following World War II, in recent 

years, they have become an endangered species which makes the appearance of a Super Connie 

at Hobby Aero Fest all the more special for plane buffs. 
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According to the Save a Connie Web site, the Super Connie's journey to return to the skies began 

in 1986, "when a group of dedicated Kansas City based aviation enthusiasts decided they were 

going to find, acquire, make flyable, and restore to like new condition a Lockheed Super G 

Constellation (L-1049G)." 

The group located a derelict Connie, sitting in a salvage yard at Falcon Field in Mesa, Arizona. 

The Arizona plane was one of the last Connies off Lockheed's assembly lines in 1959. The plane 

had been built as a cargo plane for Slick Airways. The plane changed hands several times over 

the years. Prior to the groups discovery of the plane, it had been moth-balled at Falcon Field nine 

years earlier. The plane's final service days were as a bug sprayer in Canada. 

The Save a Connie workers spent nine weeks to make the Connie flyable again. The plane was 

flown to Kansas City where its trip back in time began. 

Once the plane arrived in Kansas City, a core of retired TWA employees assisted the Save a 

Connie group by telling them everything they could about the plane. 

According to the group's Web site, "Had the members of Save a Connie waited any longer, it 

most likely would have been too late to find this kind of aircraft in restorable condition, or to 

salvage the parts needed from other Connies. The talented pool of retirees who knew these 

planes intimately lit the way." 

The restoration project took 18 months to transform the Lockheed Constellation from cargo to 

passenger configuration. Once the restoration was complete, the plane joined the air show circuit. 

The F-4 Phantom and the Super Connie are sure to inspire another generation of aviation 

enthusiasts, just as a generation was inspired by two brothers who knew they could lift off from a 

North Carolina sand dune so many years ago. 

 


